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Pakistan, EU strategic partnership enters next level:
FM Qureshi 
Pakistan is an emerging market of more than 200 million
people providing immense opportunities for investment.

IIOJ&K security net cast wider: 
not only ops, raids, arrests in the new strategy
Militancy-related data compiled by the UT government
also record-busting of almost 195 “terror modules”
across IIOJ&K over the last two calendar years.

To counter BJP's politicized history, 
India must promote historical multiculturalism.
In India, the expectation of tomorrow is rooted in a
very personally felt understanding of the past, which
cannot be ignored. But what is needed is the history
of the people – the 'Ganga Jamuni Tehzeeb'.

Sri Lanka appeals to China to ease its debt burden amid
the economic crisis: [an alarm for Pakistan]
President urges rescheduling of payments amid
food/electricity rationing after pandemic hit tourism sector.

Iran-US verbal standoff
Iran Revolutionary Guard commander says 'revenge'
is coming for the Soleimani strike from 'within' the US.
Sullivan warns Iran of 'severe consequences' if
American citizens are attacked.

How Putin's Russia could help China and India get along?
Xi and Putin “agreed to hold the next summit within the
RIC [Russia-India-China] framework in the near future
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H&T Pick of the Day: Hand-Made Paper Products

Is it good to talk? 
A history of the west’s summits with Russia
A week of meetings lies ahead – and the wisdom
of them largely comes down to whether Russia is
judged to be driven by insecurity or expansionism.

Working from home has entrenched inequality –
how can we use it to improve lives instead?
Many people face longer hours and constant
surveillance. But more flexibility could bring long-
term benefits.

How poetry can make less tangible subjects like
climate change more real to readers?
A poem can act as a witness to phenomena like
global warming.
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